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Recall that Morita duality is a contravariant category-equivalence between 
categories of right R-modules and left S-modules which are closed under 
submodules and factor modules and contain all finitely generated modules. A 
Morita duality is always a functor Hom(-, U) induced by some bimodule 
sCrR. In his paper [17] Miiller has shown that every Morita duality can be 
extended to a duality for linearly topologized modules in some sense. 
Namely, he identifies those linear topologies on a module which have the 
same submodules closed; he says that these topologies are equivalent and 
proves that all linearly topologized modules are reflexive up to equivalence, 
which makes the duality complete. 
In this paper. we first make some remarks on the duality theory for 
linearly topologized modules developed by Miiller. By special choices of the 
topology on the duals. we can give some information on the reflexivity oi 
linearly topologized modules. As was noted by Mullet=, reflexivity of linearly 
topologized modules depends naturally on the choice of the topology on the 
duals and in general no optimal choice seems to exist. As the Imain result we 
show that for a smaller class of rings possessing a Morita duality there does 
exist an optimal choice; namely, in this case a classical “Pontrjagir type”- 
duality theorem holds in the sense that every locally linearly compact 
moduie is reflexive. This class consists of all noetherian strictly linearly 
compact rings for which a Morita duality exists; hence it contains all quasi- 
Frobenius rings. We note here that this class contains all complete 
commutative local noetherian rings, and therefore our results generalize 
those of Lefschetz [S], Kaplansky 171, Leptin [13], and MacDonald ]14]~ 
Finally we investigate the relation between this theory and Pontrjagin 
duality for some special rings which admit a Morita duality, as was done for 
complete commutative local rings by Woodcock ]22]. 
A word about terminology. We consider only associative rings with 
identity distinct from the zero, and unitary modules. For homomorphisms we 
adopt the foilowing, nonstandard, convention whi’ch will facilitate our 
notation considerably: homomorphisms will be written opposite the scalars. 
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All topological objects are Hausdorff. Recall that a topological module is 
called linearly topologized if the open submodules form a base of 
neighbourhoods of zero. A linearly topologized module is linearly compact if 
any finitely solvable system of congruences x = xk (mod X,), where the X, 
are closed submodules of X. is solvable; it is said to be strictly linearly 
compact if it is the inverse limit of discrete artinian modules with the 
topology induced by the product topology. We assume familiarity with basic 
properties of linearly compact and strictly linearly compact modules, as 
discussed in [12], [ 131, or [3, pp. 236-241, Exercises 14-221. A ring is 
called left (right) linearly topologized, linearly compact and strictly linearbl 
compact, respectively, if it is such as a left (right) module over itself. 
In what follows, we consider a pair of rings R and S with a Morita duality 
induced by a bimodule SU,. Then the modules ,U and U, are finite direct 
sums of injective hulls of simple modules incorporating all isomorphism 
types; hence they may carry only the discrete topology. We define the dual 
X* of a linearly topologized right R-module (left S-module) X to be the left 
S-module (right R-module) of all continuous homomorphisms of X in U. 
THEOREM 1. If we endow X* with the weak * topology, then the 
following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) The evaluation map X + X ** is a topological isomorphism. 
(2) X= Y* for some linearly topologized module Y. 
(3) If L is any open submodule of X, then X/L is an essential 
extension of aJnite direct sum of simple modules. 
Prooj By [ 17, Lemmata 4 and 5] the evaluation map X+ X* * is well 
defined and is an algebraic isomorphism if we endow X* with the weak * 
topology. 
(1) S- (2). This is trivial, since X=X**. 
(2) + (3). As was remarked in [ 171, the weak * topology on the dual 
X* is the coarsest topology which has the same closed submodules as the 
weak * topology has. This shows by the definition that if X= Y* for some 
linearly topologized module Y and L is any open submodule in X, then L is 
precisely a finite intersection of the kernels of continuous homomorphisms of 
X into injective hulls of simple modules; i.e., X/L is an essential extension of 
a finite direct sum of simple modules. 
(3) * (1). Since the evaluation map X+X** is an algebraic 
isomorphism and the topology on X and X **’ is the coarsest one which has 
the same closed submodules as X and X** have, respectively, the 
isomorphism holds also in the topological sense by the Duality Theorem 
in [ 171. 
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Since the topology on X”* is the coarsest equivalent topology, the 
evaluation map X + X* * is continuous by the Duality Theorem in [ 171. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1. we have 
COROLLARY 2. If X is a strictb linearly compact module, then the 
evaluation map X --) X9’ * is a topological isomorphism. procided thar we 
endow X* izsith the weak ?ic topology!. 
THEOREM 3. if we endow X* with the topology for wh;ch a base of 
neighbourhoods of zero corzsists of all annihilators of ail linear& compari 
submodules of X, then the evaluation map X+X** is an Opel! isomorphism 
and the following conditions are equivalent. 
( i > The evaluation map X--t X” * is a topoiogical isomorphism. 
(2) X = X* for some linearlJ7 topologized module Y. 
(3) if L is ary closed submodule in X such that every submoduie ofX 
between X arzd L is closed, then L is open. 
Proof. By [ 17, Lemma 91 the above topology on X* is the finest 
topology which is equivalent to the weak x topoiogy. Hence by [ 17, 
Lemmas 4,5 ] the evaluation map X+X* * is an algebraic isomorphism. 
Therefore the Duality Theorem in [ 171 implies that this map is open. 
(1) + (2). This implication is obvious. 
(2) 3 (3). This is a trivial consequence of Lemma 8 in [ 171. 
(3) * (1). Clearly, the condition implies that the topology on X is the 
finest equivalent topology. Hence by the Dualitjr Theorem in j17], the 
evaluation map is a topological isomorphism. 
As a consequence, the following assertion holds. 
COROLLARY 4. If X is a discrete module, then the evaluation map 
X + X* q’ is a topological isomorphism, provided that Ice endow X* with the 
finest topoiogJ9 which is equivalent to the weak * topology. 
In the following part of this paper we shall develop the ‘“Pontrjagin type” 
duality for noetherian strictly linearly compact rings possessing a Morita 
duality. For this end. we prove 
LEMMA 5. Let R be a right strictly linearly compact ring each right idea! 
of which is ciosed. R is a right noetherian ring iJ’and only if fi J” = 0, where 
J denotes the Jacobson radical of R. 
ProoJ: Assume that n J” = 0. Since every right ideal of R Is closed, R is 
a right noetherian ring by [ 1, Theorem 3.41. 
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Next, suppose that R is a right noetherian ring. From [ 13, (1.9)], 
(0 J”)J = fl J” holds. Since n J” is finitely generated, the Nakayama 
lemma implies fl J” = 0. 
LEMMA 6. Let R be a right linearly compact noetherian ring. If X is any 
linearly compact right R-module which is an essential extension of a finite 
direct sum of simple modules, then X is an artinian R-module. 
ProoJ The condition implies that X may carry only the discrete 
topology, hence by Lemma 5 and by [ 13, (1.8)], X is an artinian R-module. 
For a pair of rings R and S with a Morita duality induced by a bimodule 
sUR, by [ 16, Theorem 71 we have that 0 J(R)” = 0 if and only if 
0 J(S)” = 0 is true, where J(R) and J(S) always denote the Jacobson 
radicals of R and S, respectively. This shows by Lemma 5 that R is a right 
noetherian strictly linearly compact ring if and only if S is a left noetherian 
strictly linearly compact ring. In view of Lemma 6 the bimodule $, is an 
artinian bimodule. In what follows R will always denote a right noetherian 
strictly linearly compact ring for which there exists a Morita duality with a 
ring S (which is a left noetherian ring) induced by a bimodule sU,. In the 
following we equip R and S with the radical topology. Hence R and S are 
strictly linearly compact in that topology. In the terminology of MacDonald _~ 
[ 141 we say that a linearly topologized module X is separated if 0 XJ” = 0 
-ii- (or n J X = 0) h o Id s where x denotes the topological closure of a subset A 
ofX. X is said to be primary if each element of X is annihilated by a power 
of J. X is called semidiscrete if every submodule of X is closed. X is linea@> 
discrete if X is semidiscrete and every primary factor module of X is discrete. 
LEMMA 7. If M and N are linearly compact separated submodules of X, 
then so is M + N. 
Proof: It is well known that M + N is a linearly compact submodule of 
X. The statement that M + N is separi ted is the consequence of the following 
equality for any linearly compact submodules M and N of X: 
n(M+N)J”=nMJ”+&@. 
By [ 12, (3)] we have 
~~~ 
On the other hand, it is obvious that n (M + N) J” 2 n MJ” + n NJ”, i.e., 
the equality is verified. Hence we have that A4 + N is separated. 
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LEMMA 8. Let M be any finitely generated submodule of X. Then M is 
linearly compact and separated. 
Proof, Since M is finitely generated, M is linearly compact. By Lemma 7 
it suffices to prove that every cyclic module M is separated; let, for example, 
A4 = ntR for some element m of M. Since the map f: R + mR = M defined by 
j- = mr is a continuous homomorphism, we have 17 MJ” = n J(J”) by [ 12, 
Satz 11. Consider f-l(n f(J”)) = n f-‘(f(J”)) = r) (J” + ker f) = 
(3 J’ + ker S = ker f. Thus, we obtain n J(Y) ~f(ker S) = OI i.e., M is 
separated. 
For every linearly topologized module X we endow the dual X* with that 
topology for which a base of neighbourhoods of zero consists of the 
annihilators of hnearly compact separated submodules ofX. We show that 
with this topology X* is a linearly topologized module. Indeed, for example, 
let X be any linearly topologized right R-module, let C be the annihilator of 
a linear compact separated submodule M of X and let S be any element 
of X4’. Then ker S is an open submodule ofX. This shows that for N = 
M 17 ker f, the factor module M/N is linearly compact and separated in the 
discrete topology. Therefore every element of M/N is annihiiated by a power 
ofJ: This implies that every submodule of M/N has minimal submoduies. 
Let Q be the socle of M/N. Since M/N is linearly compact in the discrete 
topology, Q is a finite direct sum of simple modules and M/N is an essentia! 
extension of Q. Therefore by Lemma 6 we have that M/N is an artinian 
module. Since n (M/N) J” = 0 holds, we have (M/-N) J” = 0 for some 
integer E, from which MJ” E ker f follows. Hence we obtain fjMJ”j = 0, 
which implies J(M) E arm,. J(R)” = annu J(S)” by [ 16, Theorem 71, hence 
J(S)“f(M) = 0, i.e.. J(S)“f E C. This fact and Lemmas 7 and 8 prove that 
X”: with the above topology is a linearly topologized module. Lemmas 5 and 
8 in [17] imply that the evaluation map X+X** is an algebraic 
isomorphism. 
THEOREM 9. For every linearly topologized module X the evaluation 
map X + X” * is an open isomorphism. 
ProojI It is enough to show that the evaluation map X-, X* * is open. 
By [ 17, Lemma 61 we have L = annx arm,. L for every open submodule L of 
X, because every open submodule is closed. By the definition of the topology 
introduced on the duals, we complete the proof of the theorem if we see that 
arm,, L is a linearly compact separated submodule of X*. By symmetry, it is 
sufficient to prove this only in the case when X is a right R-module. For each 
element .x in X we have .ti(R)” EL for some integer II, since L is an open 
submodule of X. Therefore f(zcJ(R)“) = 0 for every f E arm,. L, i.e., JY E 
annc J(R)” = annLI J(S)” by [ 16, Theorem 7]. Hence J(S)“$x = 0. This gives __- 
that J(S)” arm,., L and thus n Jo”ann,, L annihilates each element x of 
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X, and hence it is 0. Thus annK* L is separated. It is routine to verify that 
arm,, L is the dual of the discrete factor module X/L, from which we have 
by the Theorem on page 67 of [ 171 that arm,, L i linearly compact, as was 
to be proved. 
As an immediate consequence of the proof we have 
COROLLARY 10. The dual of a discrete module is linearly compact and 
separated, and vice versa. 
LEMMA 11. The dual of a linearly compact module is linearly discrete, 
and vice versa. 
ProoJ: Let X be a linearly compact module and L be any closed 
submodule of X* such that X*/L is primary. By the theorem on page 67 of 
[ 171 the dual X* is semidiscrete. By symmetry we can take X as a right R- 
module. By [ 17, Lemma 61 we have L = arm,, annx L and annx L which 
equals n ker f, f EL, is a closed submodule of X and hence it is linearly 
compact. For each element f in X * there exists a power J(S)” with 
J(S)” f G L, since X*/L is primary. Therefore we have J(S)” fx = 0 for each 
x E annx L, i.e., fx E ann,J(S)” = ann,J(R)” by [ 16, Theorem 71. This 
shows that &J(R)” = 0 and thus (ann,l, L)J(R)“, hence n (ann, L) J(R)” 
annihilates every element of X *. This implies that ann, L is separated. 
Therefore L is open and hence X* is linearly discrete. 
The converse implication follows directly from the theorem on page 67 on 
[171* 
Now we are in the position to prove 
THEOREM 12 (Duality Theorem). For any linearly topologized module X 
the following statements are equivalent. 
(1) The evaluation map X-X** is a topological isomorphism. 
(2) X = Y* for some linear-b topologized module Y. 
(3) Every primary semidiscrete factor module of X is discrete. 
Proof. (l)* (2). For Y=X* we have X=X** = Y*. 
(2) 2 (3). Let L be any closed submodule of X such that X/L is a 
primary, semidiscrete module, and assume X = Y*. By [ 17, Lemma 61 we 
have L = annx anny L. Moreover annr L is clearly a closed submodule of Y. 
Now it is routine to verify that anny L as the dual of the semidiscrete and 
primary module X/L is linearly compact and separated. This implies that L 
is open and hence the factor module X/L is discrete. 
(3) + (1). Let L be any open submodule of X**. Then every 
submodule M containing L is a closed submodule of X**. Hence A4 is a 
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closed submodule of X by the Duality Theorem in [ 171. This shows that X/L 
is semidiscrete. On the other hand, X/L is trivially primary, since L is an 
open submodule of X** and every discrete module is primary. Therefore, by 
assumption L is an open submodule of X, i.e., the evaluation map X 4 X* * 
is a topological isornorphism. 
A linearly topologized module X is said to be locally linearly compact if X 
has a linearly compact submodule M such that X/M is linearly discrete. 
THEOREM 13 (“Pontrjagin type” Duality Theorem). Lf X is loc~~ll].~ 
linearij: compact, then so is X* and the evaluatiorz map X--t X*‘* is a 
topological isomorphism. 
Proof. First we show that if X is locally linearly compact, then X 
satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 12. Let L be a closed submodule of X 
such that X/L is semidiscrete and primary. Since X is locally hnearlp 
compact, it has a linearly compact submodule M such that XjM is linearly 
discrete. (M + L)/L as a continuous homomorphic image of a linearly 
compact module M is linearly compact. Hence (M $ L)/L is linearly 
compact, semidiscrete and primary. This shows that (M + L)/L is artinian, 
as is easy to see. Therefore L is open in M + L. Consider Xj(M + L). As a 
continuous homomorphic image of X/M, it is lineariy discrete. Thus 
X/(M + L) is discrete, i.e ., .M + L is open in X, from which we have that E 
is open in X, too. This implies that the evaluation map X--$X** is a 
topological isomorphism. 
For the submodule M of X we have arm,. M z (X/M)*, hence ann,& M is 
linearly compact. On the other hand, clearly (X*/army* M)” z 
ann, arm,, M = M, i.e., X*/arm,, A4 is linearly discrete. This proves that X* 
is locally linearly compact too. 
Finally, we investigate the relation between this theory and Pontrjagin 
duality in the case when R/J is finite, as it was done by Woodcokc [22] in 
the case when R is a complete commutative local noetherian ring with finite 
residue field. For this purpose we denote by X’ the Pontrjagin dual of an 
abelian group X and by T the “circle” group iR/Z (written additively), where 
iF and L are the additive groups of real and integral numbers, respectively. 
First we prove 
LEMMA 14. if R/J isJinite, then R is compact. 
ProoJ Since R/J is finite, for each k = 1, 2,... we have that Jk/Jk” as an 
R/J-module is a finite direct sum of simple modules. This shows that Jk/J”’ ! 
is finite, from which we obtain that R/Jk is finite for each k = 1, 2,... . Hence 
R = @ R/Jk is compact. 
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LEMMA 15. Let X be a locally compact R-module, then X is linearly 
topo Iogized. 
ProoJ: Since R is compact, X is totally disconnected by [5, 
Theorem 1.51. By [ 18, Teil I, Satz 161, X has a base of neighbourhoods of 
zero consisting of (compact) open subgroups. Hence it is sufficient to show 
that if V is an open subgroup of X, then there is an open submodule A4 of X 
with MC V. Let 
M= (xEX/xrE V,VrER}, 
which is clearly a submodule of X with ME V. Since X is a topological 
module, W,J” c V for some n > 0 and some open neighbourhood W, of 0 in 
X. Let (ri,..., rk} be a complete set of coset representatives for J” in R. Then 
for each i = I,..., k we have Wiri c V for some open neighbourhood Wi of 0 
in X. Now put W = n:=, Wi. Then, since V is a subgroup of X, WR s V 
and so W is an open neighbourhood of 0 in X with W G M. Hence M is 
open in X. 
LEMMA 16. Let X be a topological R-module. Then X is compact if and 
only ~j- it is linearly compact and separated. X is locally compact if and only 
if it has an open linearly compact separated submodule and hence eveq 
locally compact module is locally linearly compact. 
ProoJ The second statement follows obviously from the first one and 
from Lemma 15. Suppose that X is compact. By Lemma 15, X is linearly 
topologized and hence X is linearly compact and even strictly linearly 
compact. Let M be any open submodule of X7 then X/M is finite and hence 
n XJ” c M. This shows that 0 XJ = 0, i.e., X is separated. 
Assume, conversely, that X is linearly compact and separated. Since 
n J” = 0, we have that X is strictly linearly compact by [ 13, (1.8)]. Hence 
for each open submodule M of X, the factor module X/M is artinian and 
satisfies (X/M) J” = 0 for some integer n, from which we obtain that X/M is 
finite. This shows that X is compact. 
Note that if R/J(R j is finite and UR is the minimal injective cogenerator, 
then the socle of U, is finite too, since it is a finite direct sum of simple 
modules. Hence S/J(S) as the endomorphism ring of the socle of U, is also 
finite. This shows that R is compact if and only if S is also provided that U, 
is the minimal cogenerator or, more generally, the socle of U, is finite. 
Hence we can prove 
PROPOSITION 17. Let X be a locally compact module. If the socle of U, 
is finite, then X* is also locally compact. 
Proo$ By Lemmas 15 and 16, X is linearly topologized and has an open 
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linearly compact separated submodule M. By the definition arm,, M 2 
(X/M)* is an open submodule of X”. Since X/M is discrete, arm,. M is 
linearly compact and separated and hence it is compact. This shows that A? 
is locally compact. 
THEOREM 18. if R/J(R) is aJinitej?eld and UR is the minimal iniecike 
cogerrerator, then there is a topological group isomorphism q: X* -+X’. 
where X is a locallv compact module. In particular, U z Horn ,(R/J(R >? T) as 
groups. 
ProoS. By symmetry we can assume that X is a right R-module. Let u: 
U-, T be a group character which is nontrivial on the socle Q of UR (which 
equals the socie of sU). Define ~0: X2’ -+X’ by setting q(f) = c* 0 ,f for each 
f E X*. Then clearly v, is a group homomorphism and it remains to show 
that it is actually a topological isomorphism. The proof is done in several 
steps. 
(1) p is injective. For, if 0 # f E X”, then fl# 0 and so Q g$X. 
Hence (u c S)(X) # 0 and therefore q(f) = cr 0 S # 0. 
(2) 9(X*) =X’. For, if 0 # x E X, then X*-u z 0, since X* separates 
the points of X. Hence X*x contains the socle of ,U which equals Q. 
Therefore a(X*?c) # 0, and thus there exists f E X” such that n(Jk) # 0. 
This implies that ul(X*), and so &X*) separates the points of X. Thus, as X 
is ;ccal!y compact, m =. X’ by [5, (24. lo)]. 
(3 1 $7: X* + q(X*) is a homomorphism. Let P be the set of aii 
compact submodules of X. Then iann,* L 1 L E F} is a base of open 
neighbourhoods of zero in X* by Lemma 16. Since Q is finite, we can 
choose a base P of neighbourhoods of zero In T such that V f? a(Q) = 0 !br 
all V E C. Let K be an arbitrary compact subset of X. Choose hI E P with 
M open ii1 X. Then we can cover K with a finite number of cosets -xy! + M..... 
.YLp $ M, Sajr. This implies that K is contained in some L E P, Hence 
(11 E o(X”) ( y(L) s V} for 15. E 59 and V E E is a base ;of neighbourhoods at 
0 in q(X*). 
Wow fix L E g. V E 6‘. Then, for f E X* with (CI = S)(L) G 6’: we have 
,fz 3 Q since a(Q) f 0 and YY, u(Q) = 0. Therefore jZ = 0 and hence f E 
am%-, L. Conversely, if f E arm,, L; then p(S)(L) = (a 0 T)(i,) z V and 
hexe 
which proves that cp is a homomorphism. 
(4) ~(X*)=X’. Since ip is a homomorphism, cp(X*) is locally 
compact and hence closed. Therefore $1(X*) = rp(x”) = X’. Thus the proof of 
Theorem 18 is complete. 
:YI:;5’! 19 
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In the case when R is self-dual, i.e., R = S, for every linearly topologized 
left (right) R-module X, the Pontrjagin dual X of X can be considered as a 
right (left) R-module, and it is easy to see that the topological isomorphism 
9 is a module isomorphism too. Hence we have the following corollary, 
which generalizes the result in [22]. 
COROLLARY 19. Let R be a noetherian ring possessing a Morita duality 
with itself induced by the minimal injective cogenerator U, . Assume that R/J 
is a finite field. Then for every locally compact R-module X there exists a 
topological module isomorphism v,: X” + X’. 
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